High Level Disinfection Equipment Features and Benefits

As you consider your options in selecting a washer/pasteurizer that best suits your needs, the following points of difference between the HLD Systems pasteurizers and others on the marketplace may help guide an informed decision.

◆ **Thorough cleaning of medical devices.** The agitation method determines cleaning effectiveness. Our system agitates 60 times per minute compared to the competitor with a rotational cycle of only 6 times per minute. The HLD Systems method of cleaning has been reported by our customers to be more effective and eliminates the need for any pre-washing, saving you time and labor.

◆ **Versatility of cleaning/high level disinfection options.** All of our models provide you with 3 cycle options: Wash Only, Wash and Pasteurize, or Pasteurize Only. With this versatility, institutions can take advantage of the automatic washing cycle to clean items before further processing, or utilize the fully automatic pasteurization cycle for high level disinfection without investing in additional capital equipment.

◆ **Greater load capacity.** The HLD Systems washer/pasteurizers have nearly 15% greater load capacity than competitive offerings. HLD Systems interchangeable layer and compartment dividers allow you to wash and pasteurize large or odd-sized devices (including large croup tent components), and easily separate device loads. Unlike the competition’s product, the items you reprocess will not be restricted by the size of a basket, plus our 25 gallon tanks use half as much water as the competitor. Less water to operate and greater load capacity translates into more work done for less operational cost to you.

◆ **Ergonomic and reliable digital control.** The digital control panel allows for a virtually hands-free, labor-saving operation. The staff will simply choose the cycle they want, push a button and walk away. There is no manual lifting of hot, heavy baskets from the wash cycle into the pasteurization cycle as in other pasteurizers on the market and an auditory alarm will sound when the cycle is complete. Combined, these features offer improved safety, less ergonomic stress and allow the staff to spend less time processing devices and more time on other responsibilities.

◆ **Self-contained data recording system.** By choosing HLD Systems, you will not incur additional expense to properly and accurately report to the governing agencies. The HLD Systems integrated data recorder automatically documents for JCAHO reporting, documenting the cycle, time and temperature every five minutes. The data recorder is built into the control panel.

◆ **Low operational costs.** Our washer/pasteurizers are built with one motor and three belts. Compared to other units on the market that operate on three motors and a chain, this translates into less maintenance cost and greater savings for you over the lifetime of your equipment. The simplicity of the design assures simple preventive maintenance that will take minutes, not hours to perform.

◆ **Efficient hook up and installation.** You can look at the specifications and site requirements on our website – [www.cenorin.com](http://www.cenorin.com) – and additional installation information is available upon request.